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Abstract
We calculated the energy and momentum densities of stiff fluid solu-
tions, using Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-Lifshitz energy-
momentum complexes, in both general relativity and teleparallel grav-
ity. In our analysis we get different results comparing the aforemen-
tioned complexes with each other when calculated in the same gravita-
tional theory, either this is in general relativity and teleparallel gravity.
However, interestingly enough, each complex’s value is the same either
in general relativity or teleparallel gravity. Our results sustain that
(i) general relativity or teleparallel gravity are equivalent theories (ii)
different energy-momentum complexes do not provide the same energy
and momentum densities neither in general relativity nor in teleparallel
gravity. In the context of the theory of teleparallel gravity, the vector
and axial-vector parts of the torsion are obtained. We show that the
axial-vector torsion vanishes for the space-time under study.
1 Introduction
The issue of energy localization was first discussed during the early years
after the development of general relativity and debate continued for decades.
There are different attempts to find a general accepted definition of the en-
ergy density for the gravitational field. However, there is still no generally
accepted definition known. The foremost endeavor was made by Einstein
[1] who suggested a definition for energy-momentum distribution. Following
this definition, many physicists proposed different energy-momentum com-
plexes: e.g. Tolman [2], Landau and Lifshitz [3], Papapetrou [4], Bergmann
and Thomson [5], Weinberg [6] and Møller [7]. Except for the Møller defi-
nition, others are restricted to calculate the energy and momentum distri-
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butions in quasi-Cartesian coordinates to get a reasonable and meaningful
result.
Despite these drawbacks, some interesting results obtained recently leads
to the conclusion that these definitions give exactly the same energy distri-
bution for any given space-time [8]-[26]. However, some examples of space-
times have been explored which do not support these results [27]-[31].
The problem of energy-momentum localization can also be reformulated
in the context of teleparallel gravity [32]. By working in the context of
teleparallel gravity, Vargas [32] obtained the teleparallel version of both
Einstein and Landau-Lifshitz energy-momentum complexes. He used these
definitions and found that the total energy is zero in Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker space-time. His results are the same as those calculated in general
relativity. Salti and his collaborators [33]-[36] considered different space-
times for various definitions in teleparallel gravity to obtain the energy-
momentum distribution in a given model. Their results agree with the pre-
vious results obtained in the theory of general relativity.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we briefly present
the cosmological model, whose source is a stiff fluid, in which the energy and
momentum densities by using different prescriptions are to be calculated.
In three subsections of section 3, we explicitly compute the energy and
momentum densities of the space-time under consideration, using Einstein,
Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-Lifshitz energy momentum complexes, in
the context of general relativity. In section 4, we briefly present the concept
of energy-momentum complexes in the context of teleparallel gravity theory.
In the subsequent section, we calculate the energy and momentum densities
in teleparallel gravity, using the aforementioned complexes. In section 6,
we obtain the vector and axial-vector parts of the torsion in the theory of
teleparallel gravity. Finally, in section 7, a brief summary of results and
concluding remarks are presented.
Through this paper we will use G = 1 and c = 1 units and the Greek
alphabet (µ, ν, ρ, = 0, 1, 2, 3) to denote tensor indices, that is, indices related
to space-time. The Latin alphabet (a, b, c, = 0, 1, 2, 3) will be used to denote
local Lorentz (or tangent space) indices, whose associated metric tensor is
ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).
2
2 Stiff Fluid Solutions
The cylindrically symmetric solutions of the Einstein equations whose source
is a ”stiff fluid”, that is, a perfect fluid with the equation of state, ρ = p,
can be written in the form
ds2 = g00(−dt2 + dx2) + gABdxAdxB , (2.1)
where A,B = 2, 3, (x2, x3) = (y, z) and all the components gαβ depend only
on t and x.
The interest in vacuum solutions with the above metric stems from the
fact that there exists an elaborate theory which tells how to generate new
vacuum solutions of the form (2.1) from known solutions by algebraic oper-
ations (the technique and its applications were given by Verdaguer [37]).
The possibility of generating cylindrically symmetric ”stiff fluid” solu-
tions from vacuum solutions was apparently first indicated by Wainwright
et al [38]. These solutions have all been generated by an algorithm.
The metric discussed by Wainwright et al [38] is of the form
ds2 = e2k+Ω(−dt2 + dx2) +R[f(dy + ωdz)2 + f−1dz2], (2.2)
where k,Ω, R, f and ω are functions of t and x.
This metric admits the two commuting spacelike Killing vector fields 2
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂z
.
Thus it must satisfy the field equation
Rµν −
1
2
gµνR = 8pi[(ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν ].
With
ρ = p.
The covariant and contravariant components of the metric (2.2), respec-
tively, are given as follows
gµν = −e2k+Ωδ0µδ0ν+e2k+Ωδ1µδ1ν+Rfδ2µδ2ν+(Rfω2+f−1)δ3µδ3ν+Rfω(δ2µδ3ν+δ3µδ2ν),
(2.3)
gµν = −e−(2k+Ω)δµ0 δν0+e−(2k+Ω)δµ1 δν1+
f2ω2 + 1
Rf
δ
µ
2 δ
ν
2+
f
R
δ
µ
3 δ
ν
3−
fω
R
(δµ2 δ
ν
3+δ
µ
3 δ
ν
2 ).
(2.4)
2A vector field ξ which satisfied £ξgµν = ξµ;ν + ξν;µ = 0 is called Killing vector field.
3
3 Energy-momentum complexes in general rela-
tivity
3.1 Einstein’s Energy-momentum Complex
The energy-momentum complex as defined by Einstein [1] is given by
θνµ =
1
16pi
Hναµ,α, (3.1)
where the Einstein’s superpotential Hναµ is of the form
Hναµ = −Hανµ =
gµβ√−g [− g(g
νβgαρ − gαβgνρ)],ρ. (3.2)
θ00 and θ
0
i , (i = 1, 2, 3), are the energy and momentum density components,
respectively.
The energy-momentum complex θνµ satisfies the local conservation law
∂θνµ
∂xν
= 0
In order to evaluate the energy and momentum densities in Einstein’s
prescription associated with the space-time under consideration, we evaluate
the non-zero components of Hναµ
H010 = 2R
′,
H011 = 2R˙
H022 = f(
fR˙−Rf˙
f2
+ R
f
(2k˙ + Ω˙) + rfωω˙),
H023 = −Rf2ω˙,
H033 = fω(−Rfω˙ + Rfω (2k + Ω˙) + Rf˙ωf2 + R˙fω ).
(3.3)
Using these components in equation (3.1), we get the energy and momentum
densities as following
θ00 =
1
8piR
′′,
θ01 =
1
8pi R˙
′,
θ02 = θ
0
3 = 0.
3.2 The Energy-Momentum Complex of Bergmann-Thomson
The Bergmann-Thomson energy-momentum complex [5] is given by
Bµν =
1
16pi
[gµαBνβα ],β, (3.4)
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where
Bνβα =
gαρ√−g
[
− g
(
gνρgβσ − gβρgνσ
)]
,σ
.
B00 and B0i, (i = 1, 2, 3), are the energy and momentum density compo-
nents. In order to calculate B00 and B0i for Weyl metric, using Bergmann-
Thomson energy-momentum complex, we require the following non-vanishing
components of Bνβα
B010 = 2R′,
B011 = 2R˙
B022 = f(fR˙−Rf˙f2 + Rf (2k˙ + Ω˙) + rfωω˙),
B023 = −Rf2ω˙,
B033 = fω(−Rfω˙ + Rfω (2k + Ω˙) + Rf˙ωf2 + R˙fω ).
(3.5)
Using the components (3.5) and (2.4) in (3.4), we get the energy and
momentum densities for the space-time under consideration, respectively, as
follows
B00 = e
−(2k+Ω)
8pi [(2k
′ +Ω′)R′ −R′′],
B01 = e
−(2k+Ω)
8pi [R˙
′ − (2k˙ + Ω˙)R′],
B02 = B03 = 0.
(3.6)
3.3 Landau-Lifshitz’s Energy-momentum Complex
The energy-momentum complex of Landau-Lifshitz [3] is
Lµν =
1
16pi
§µανβ,αβ, (3.7)
where §µανβ with symmetries of the Riemann tensor and is defined by
§µανβ = −g(gµνgαβ − gµβgαν). (3.8)
The quantity L00 represents the energy density of the whole physical system
including gravitation and L0i, (i = 1, 2, 3), represents the components of the
total momentum (energy current) density.
In order to evaluate the energy and momentum densities in Landau-
Lifshitz’s prescription associated with the metric (2.2), we evaluate the non-
zero components of §µανβ
5
§0101 = −R2,
§0202 = −R
f
(f2ω2 + 1)e2k+Ω,
§0203 = fωRe2k+Ω,
§0303 = −Rfe2k+Ω.
(3.9)
Using these components in equation (3.7), we get the energy and momentum
densities as following
L00 = − 18pi (RR′′ +R′2),
L01 = 18pi [RR˙
′ + R˙R′],
L02 = L03 = 0.
(3.10)
4 Energy-momentum Complexes in Teleparallel Grav-
ity
The name of teleparallel gravity is normally used to denote the general three-
parameter theory introduced in [39]. The teleparallel gravity equivalent of
general relativity [40] can indeed be understand as a gauge theory for the
translation group based on Weitzenbo¨ck geometry [41]. In this theory, the
gravitational interaction is described by a force similar to Lorentz force
equation of electrodynamics, with torsion playing the role of force [42] and
the curvature tensor vanishes identically.
Let us start by reviewing the fundamentals of the teleparallel equivalent
of general relativity (see for example [39, 42, 43]. A gauge transformations
is defined as a local translation of the tangent coordinates,
xa → x′a = xa + ηa,
where ηa(xν) are the transformation parameter. For an infinitesimal trans-
formation, we have
δxa = δηcPcx
a
with Pc =
∂
∂x
the generators of transformation. The gauge covariant deriva-
tive of a general matter field Φ(xν) is
DνΦ = h
a
ν∂aΦ,
where
haν = ∂νx
a +Baν (4.1)
6
is a non-trivial tetrad field, Baν is the translation gauge potential.
The relation (4.1) satisfies the orthogonality condition
haνh
ν
a = δ
ν
µ. (4.2)
Notice that, where as the tangent space indices are raised and lowered with
the Minkowski metric ηab, the space-time indices are raised and lowered with
the space-time metric
gµν = ηabh
a
µh
b
ν . (4.3)
A nontrivial tetrad field induces on space-time a teleparallel structure which
is directly related to the presence of the gravitational field. The parallel
transport of the tetrad haν between two neighboring points is encoded in
the covariant derivative
∇µhaν = ∂haν − Γαµνhaα,
where
Γαµν = h
α
a ∂µh
a
ν (4.4)
is the Weitzenbo¨ck connection. This connection is presenting torsion, but
no curvature. The torsion of the Weitzenbo¨ck connection is defined by
T ρµν = Γ
ρ
νµ − Γρµν . (4.5)
The Lagrangian of the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity is given
by
£ = £G +£M =
c4h
16piG
S
ρµν
Tρµν +£M ,
where h = det(haµ, £M is the Lagrangain of a source field and
Sρµν = c1T
ρµν +
c2
2
(T µρν − T νρµ) + c3
2
(gρνT σµσ − gµρT σνσ ). (4.6)
is a tensor written in terms of Weitzenbo¨ck connection. In the above form
c1, c2 and c3 are the three dimensionalless coupling constants of teleparallel
gravity.
For the so called teleparallel equivalent of general relativity, the specific
choice of these constants are given by [39]
c1 =
1
4
, c2 =
1
2
, c3 = −1. (4.7)
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The energy-momentum complexes of Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-
Lifshitz in teleparallel gravity, respectively, are given by [32]
hEµν =
1
4pi∂λ
(
✵
µλ
ν
)
,
hBµν = 14pi∂λ
(
gµβ✵ νλβ
)
,
hLµν = 14pi∂λ
(
hgµβ✵ νλβ
)
,
(4.8)
where ✵ µλν is the Freud’s super-potential and defined as follows
✵
µλ
ν = hS
µλ
ν (4.9)
The energy and momentum distributions in the above complexes, respec-
tively, are
PEµ =
∫
Σ hE
0
µd
3x,
PBTµ =
∫
Σ hB
0
µd
3x,
PLLµ =
∫
Σ hL
0
µd
3x,
(4.10)
where P0 is the energy, Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the momentum components and
the integration hypersurface Σ is described by x0 = t constant.
5 Energy and momentum associated with the met-
ric (2.2) in Teleparallel gravity
For the line element (2.2), using (4.3), we obtain the tetrad components
h00 = e
1
2
(2k+Ω),
h11 = e
1
2
(2k+Ω),
h22 =
√
Rf,
h23 = ω
√
Rf,
h33 =
√
R
f
,
(5.1)
its inverse
h 00 = e
−
1
2
(2k+Ω),
h 11 = e
−
1
2
(2k+Ω),
h 22 =
1√
Rf
,
h 23 = −ω
√
R
f
,
h 33 =
√
f
R
.
(5.2)
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h = det(haµ) = Re
(2k+Ω). (5.3)
Using the above tetrad and its inverse in equation (4.4), we get the following
non-vanishing Weitzenbo¨ck connection components
Γ000 =
1
2(2k˙ + Ω˙),
Γ001 =
1
2(2k
′ +Ω′),
Γ110 =
1
2(2k˙ + Ω˙),
Γ111 =
1
2(2k
′ +Ω′),
Γ220 =
Rf˙+fR˙
2Rf ,
Γ221 =
Rf ′+fR′
2Rf ,
Γ230 =
ωf˙
f
,
Γ231 =
ωf ′
f
,
Γ330 =
Rf˙−fR˙
2R2 ,
Γ331 =
Rf ′+fR′
2R2
,
(5.4)
where dot and prime indicates derivative with respect to t and x, respec-
tively. Using (4.5) and the above components, we find the following non-
vanishing torsion components
T 010 = −T 001 = 12 (2k′ +Ω′),
T 101 = −T 110 = 12(2k˙ + Ω˙),
T 202 = −T 220 = Rf˙+fR˙2Rf ,
T 212 = −T 221 = Rf
′+fR′
2Rf ,
T 203 = −T 230 = ωf˙f ,
T 213 = −T 231 = ωf
′
f
,
T 303 = −T 330 = fR˙−Rf˙2Rf ,
T 313 = −T 331 = fR
′
−Rf ′
2Rf .
(5.5)
Using these results into equation (4.6), the non-vanishing components of the
tensor S µνβ are as following
S 010 =
R′
2Re
−(2k+Ω),
S 011 =
R˙
2Re
−(2k+Ω),
S 022 = e
−(2k+Ω)
[
3f˙
f
− 34f f˙ω2 − R˙2R − k˙ − Ω˙2
]
,
S 023 = −14e−(2k+Ω)f˙ω[ω2 + 1 + 2f−1],
S 033 = e
−(2k+Ω)
[
3R˙
4R +
1
4f f˙ω
2 + k˙ + ω˙2
]
.
(5.6)
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Using these components and the relation (4.9) in equation (4.8), we obtain
the energy and momentum densities in the sense of Einstein, Bergmann-
Thomson and Landau-Lifshitz, respectively, as follows
hE00 =
1
8piR
′′,
hE01 =
1
8pi R˙
′,
hE02 = hE
0
3 = 0.
(5.7)
hB00 = e
−(2k+Ω)
8pi [(2k
′ +Ω′)R′ −R′′],
hB01 = e
−(2k+Ω)
8pi [R˙
′ − (2k˙ + Ω˙)R′],
hB02 = hB03 = 0.
(5.8)
hL00 = − 18pi (RR′′),
hL01 = 18pi [RR˙
′ + R˙R′],
hL02 = hL03 = 0.
(5.9)
These results agree with the results obtained in general relativity by using
these different energy-momentum complexes.
6 Torsion vector and axial torsion-vector
The relation between the Weitzenbo¨ck connection Γσµν and the Levi-Civita
connection Γ˜σµν of the metric (4.3) is given by
Γσµν = Γ˜
σ
µν +K
σ
µν ,
where
Γ˜σµν =
1
2
gσρ[∂µgρν + ∂νgρµ − ∂ρgµν ]
and
Kσµν =
1
2
[T σµ ν + T
σ
ν µ − T σµν ]
is the connection tensor with T σµν given by (4.5).
The torsion tensor can be decomposed into three irreducible parts under the
group of global Lorentz transformations [39]. They are the tensor part
tλµν =
1
2
(Tλµν + Tµλν) +
1
6
(gνλVµ + gµνVλ)
−1
3
gλµVν ,
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the vector part
Vµ = T
ν
νµ, (6.1)
and the axial-vector part
Aµ = h µa A
a =
1
6
εµνρσTνρσ . (6.2)
Here the completely antisymmetric tensors εµνρσ and εµνρσ with respect to
the coordinates basis are defined by [44]
εµνρσ =
1√−g δ
µνρσ ,
εµνρσ =
√−gδµνρσ ,
where δµνρσ and δµνρσ are the completely antisymmetric tensor densities of
weight −1 and +1, respectively, with normalization δ0123 = +1 and δ0123 =
−1.
Using (2.3) and (5.5) in equations (6.1) and (6.2), we get the non-vanishing
components of the torsion vector in the following
V0 = −12(2k˙ + Ω˙)− R˙R ,
V1 = −12(2k′ +Ω′)− R
′
R
,
(6.3)
and axial-torsion vector
Aµ = 0. (6.4)
7 Discussion
The traditional manner in which physicists have identified a total density
including the contribution from gravity has been that of re-costing the co-
variant conservation laws, T µν;ν , into the form of an ordinary vanishing di-
vergence. Einstein himself changed the energy and momentum conservation
law to
∂
∂xµ
(√−g(T µν + tµν )
)
= 0.
The pseudotensor, tµν , can be changed at will and hence there is an impor-
tant ambiguity introduced regarding the value of energy and momentum
densities. In fact, the question of the meaningfulness of energy localization
in general relativity is raised. Misner et al. [45] argued that the energy
is localizable only for spherical systems. Cooperstock and Sarracino [46]
11
contradicted their viewpoint and argued that if the energy is localizable in
spherical systems then it is also localizable for all systems. Bondi [47] ex-
pressed that a non-localizable form of energy is inadmissible in relativity
and its location can in principle be found. In a series of papers, Cooper-
stock [48] hypothesized that in a curved space-time energy and momentum
are confined to the region of non-vanishing energy-momentum tensor T ab and
consequently the gravitational waves are not carriers of energy and momen-
tum in vacuum space-times. This hypothesis has neither been proved nor
disproved. There are many results support this hypothesis (see for example,
[49]-[51]).
These difficulties are related to the lack of precise definition of a pseu-
dotensor in the general relativity. As we mentioned in the introduction many
physicists have introduced different definitions to solve this problem, but till
now the problem stills unsolved.
One of the approaches to solve this problem, in the context of general rela-
tivity, is the quasilocal idea, which has been developed by Chang, Nester and
Chen [52]. According to this idea, for each gravitational energy-momentum
pseudotensor, there is a hamiltonian boundary term. The energy-momentum
defined by such a pseudotensor does not really depend on the local value
of the reference frame, but only on the value of the reference frame on the
boundary of a region, then its quasilocal character. This idea validates the
pseudotensor approach to the gravitational energy-momentum problem.
The recent attempt to solve this problem is to replace the theory of
general relativity by another theory, concentrated on the gauge theories
for the translation group, the so called teleparallel equivalent of general
relativity.
In this work we have explicitly evaluated the energy and momentum
densities in an inhomogeneous cosmological solutions of the Einstein field
equations. These solutions have an irrotational perfect fluid, which equation
of state is p = ρ, as source. The energy and momentum densities are ob-
tained in both the theory of general relativity and the theory of teleparallel
gravity. We used different energy-momentum complexes, specifically these
are the energy-momentum complexes of Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and
Landau-Lifshitz. We found first, in general relativity, that these definitions
do not provide the same energy and momentum densities.
We were hoping that the theory of teleparallel gravity would solve this prob-
lem. Unfortunately, using the aforementioned energy-momentum complexes,
in this theory these definitions do not provide also the same results for the
energy and momentum densities.
12
In the context of the theory of teleparallel gravity, the components tor-
sion vector and axial-vector torsion are obtained. For the space-time under
consideration the axial-vector torsion vanishes identically.
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